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New executive
hopeful plans
campus forum

Look Out,PBA!

Jay Young
The BC News

Roll the presidential dice, and the new University president might
be John Darling.
Darling is currently chancellor of Louisiana State University In
Shreveport. As chancellor, he has commanded LSU in Shreveport
since 1990. Louisiana State University in Shreveport is one branch of
LSU, which is based in Baton Rouge.
The first of six candidates to visit the campus. Darling will meet
the University community during his visit on Thursday and Friday.
The public will have a chance to meet Darling during an open forum
on Thursday in 113 Olscamp Hall at 1 p.m.
Darling, who was nominated for the position, said he is looking
forward to the visit
"I think it will be a superb opportunity to become better acquainted
See DARLING, page four.

USG outsider ■
feels students
are top priority
Jim Barker
The BC News

The BG Newt/Ron Weilmer

Bowling Green seventh grader Camren Hammersmith (left) I afternoon. Hammersmith and Short had the day off because Bowljudges Ian Short's form as he prepares to deliver the winning hot- j Ing Green City Schools were canceled due to weather. "When we
tie during an Impromptu pop bottle bowling contest Monday | don't have school, we just go bowling," Hammersmith said.

Scott Jacobs is the kind of man
that would make John Wayne
proud.
He doesn't use catch phrases
or slogans and he gets right to
the point. In spite of his limited
Undergraduate Student
Government experience, Jacobs
is campaigning to become its
next president.
Why is he running for president of USG? To put it In his own
words, Jacobs is making a run at
the presidency to "help create an
environment where the student
comes first."
Scott Jacobs
Jacobs, a senior general business major from Dayton, Ohio, is focus away from USG and
a newcomer to USG. He served toward other areas.
one year as USG intercollegiate
This lack of experience did
chairman during the 1991-1992
See JACOBS, page four.
academic year, then shifted his

Student's quest Juvenile crimes increase in 1994
V\Y hivtJl YYlfltVlPY Liquor violations head list of broken
ui cyiftftwftisiftc/f laws by teen community members

proves fruitful
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

Aaron Gray
The BC News

'

Juvenile arrests In Bowling
Green Increased more than 200
One University student's search for her birth mother ended over percent in 1994, according to the
Police -Division's annual report
the weekend with a reunion in New Petersburg, Ohio.
I This la something I have always wanted to do," Jennifer Ross said released Monday.
"Juvenile
about finding her mother. "There has never been a day that has gone
crime Isnt Just
by that I didn't think about her."
Ross said she began to actively search for her birth mother when a problem in
she was 16 years old, but she did not find any information. She de- Bowling
cided to try again after she turned 21, when both Ross and her adop- Green," police
tive mother wrote letters to the doctor who delivered her to try to Chief Galen
Ash said. "It
find out more information.
: Wednesday night, after returning home to the Delta Gamma House, seems to be
Ross received a call from her adoptive mother, Joan Ross, with news part of a
national
about her birth mother which she had received from the doctor.
• "When I first found out about it, I screamed really loud and all the [ trend."
According to
Delta Gamma sorority sisters] came into my room," she said. "They
were very excited and asked a lot of questions - they even waited the report, the largest Increase
was in liquor law violations,
with me until I got a hold of her."
When she met Darlene Bonnell, her birth mother, on Saturday, which rose from six arrests in
Ross said she was "nervous" and "anxious." She traveled with her 1993 to 30 In 1994. Larceny and
theft arrests rose from five to 21.
Arrests for carrying weapons
See ROSS, page three.

went from one to 10 and burglary
from zero to nine.
Ash called the increase in juvenile arrests "alarming."
"A large part of the problem
results from outside influences,
and a lot is gang related," Ash
said. "We have juveniles from
Toledo and Fostoria coming into [
Bowling Green] and committing
I Crime overall has increased
IS.

crimes."
Wood County Juvenile Judge
Robert C. Poll ex said increases in
violent crimes among juveniles
can largely be attributed to gang
and television influences.
"I hate to be one that blames
TV for everything, but I think juveniles tend to see guns as commonplace because of exposure to
See REPORT, page three.

BG CRIME REPORT
1993 1994
CATEGORIES
12
24
Forcible Rape
9
Robbery
15
23
29
Aggravated Assault
141
186
Burglary
809
1,026
Larceny-Theft
64
60
Motor Vehicle Theft
217
Other Assaults
175
8
1
Arson
12
Forgery-Counterfeit
5
72
Weapons (Carry/Possess) 44
Sex Offenses
38
31
54
Narcotic Drug Laws
38
199
Drunken Driving
172
Disorderly Conduct
2,008 2,040
625
All Other Offenses
584
Souro«:Bo»Wlfl Qr»«i Point
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CAMPtJS
Graduate Student
Senate passed a bill
suggesting a new student
union.
Page 4.

CITY
Police will monitor
railroad crossings this
week as part of Wood
County Operation
Lifesaver Week.
Page 5.

——

PERCENTAGE
-50%
-40%
-20%
-24%
-21%
6%
24%
700%
140%
63%
-18%
%
42%
15%
•i
1%
7%
TWIaNm/JIm'
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SPORTS

The gymnastics team
defeated Western Michigan
Friday night to pick up its
first MAC win in two
seasons.
Page 6.
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New transfer policy
will benefit students
JL he University is expected to join with seven other
colleges and universities Wednesday to form a new
policy that will allow undergraduate students' credits to
transfer from community colleges to state universities.
Previously, students would have to graduate from a
community college and then take at least two - usually
more ~ years of classes at an institution, including the
University.
The fact that students will now have more of a chance
of finishing in four years, or at least close to it, is very
positive.
After all, why should a student majoring in business
have to take a physical education or English class that is
almost exactly like one he or she took the year before at
a community school?
It is ridiculous to begin with that students have had to
pay so much for college without having to pay for classes they already took at another school, just because,
credits would not transfer.
The News believes the administrators of the University, the University of Toledo and the other schools have
taken a great step for higher education by allowing these
credits to transfer, for several reasons.
In addition to it enabling the students to finish sooner
and save money, the merger will also give more credibility and prestige to the community colleges which currently may only primarily be associated by the people
who live near it.
Now, those colleges can be considered as partners of
larger state universities in an effort to help students.
Rather than a lower-level institution, the community college is an equal part and important first step in a student's collegiate career.
By being associated with the state institutions, the
smaller schools may attract more students to their programs, especially if they know they will not have any
hassle about transferring credits.
Along the same lines, students currently enrolled at
the community colleges may decide to attend the larger
schools, including the University, whereas before they
may not have considered it, thinking it would be difficult to make the transition.
The News hopes this merger will be beneficial for all
schools involved and especially for the students it will
affect. While it may not completely eliminate scheduling
and course requirement conflicts, it is definitely a step
in the right direction.
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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A few mental meanderings
Let's see what's new In the
cornfields this week...
You know, for all of the negative publicity that USG tends to
get, the members have really
been everywhere lately. Whether
they are proposing longer hours
at the Student Health Center or
Improvements to the Union, they
are determined to make this fine
institution the best It can be.
So, here's something I'd like
them to look into. Why is it that
every time I go into the bathrooms on the third floor of Hanna
Hall, there is never any toilet
paper? I mean, the last four times
that I have been In there, I've
been left to ponder the empty
cardboard tubes.
Where does it all go? Is there
some sort of "toilet stargate"
that flushes it all into a parallel
dimension?
The rolls in my residence hall
last one or two days. The rolls In
Hanna seem to empty out in a
few hours. My friend has class
there in the morning and assures
me that there is in fact toilet
paper, but it's all gone by the
time I get there in the evening.
I really dont think that the
toilet paper demand in Hanna is
that much greater than in a residence hall. I have a theory that,
for whatever reason, someone
has started a collection.
Of course, if they keep this collection in their room and an RA
or night guard sees it, I guess
that means the RAs have probable cause to search the room for
more toilet paper. See, it seems
that a few of my fellow classmates have been having difficulty with some of the residence hall
staffs of late.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Complaining makes
no sense on issue
I think that the black community at Bowling Green needs to sit
back and take a look at what it Is
complaining about.
They are recognized for an entire month, during which several
events are held In their honor. To
my knowledge no other race or
culture is honored for that long
and to that extent.
Even the people who have
served In wars. Including those
who have died, are only honored

Now, don't get me wrong here.
I understand the plight of the
RAs, and I have the utmost respect for their commitment, but
there are a few night guards out
there who are on a tremendous
power kick. These are the ones
who seemingly look for trouble.
Fortunately, I have had the
pleasure of living under the guidance of two fabulous RAs, and I
am acquaintances with quite a
few night guards who perform
their duties with accuracy and
respect for their fellow students.
However, there Is always an exception, and the conduct of a few
of the night guards is often unsettling.
All I ask is this: if you think
that one of the residents is doing
something wrong, at least give
them the benefit of the doubt
when questioning them. Just because you carry a clipboard does
not mean you have to swing it
like a battle ax.

A pleasant disposition goes a
long way. You do not always have
to scare and threaten residents to
get results.
Thankfully, my RA has never
tried to scare or threaten me (except for when he chased me with
the hair clippers last month, but
that's only because I stole his
Dint y Moore). In fact, my RA is a
class act, and I would like to extend a belated gesture of appreciation for his infinite wisdom
and congenial demeanor.
If anyone out there didn't notice that last Wednesday was RA
Appreciation Day, It's not too late
to run out and buy your RA some
orange, peanut-shaped marshmallows or something. They deserve to be applauded for their
uncanny commitment to helping
students.
They are sort of the grunts of
the disciplinary procedures and
often catch some ill-deserved
slack as a result of the incongruities in the Student Code.
Speaking of which, kudos to
Edward Whipple for his work in
revising the Student Code. There
are so many 'gray areas' that are
not covered in the code that it ultimately becomes superficial.
If there is going to be a Student
Code that is supposedly the
backbone and nerve center of the
campus disciplinary system,
then it needs to be solid and unquestionable - not vague and situational. There seem to be quite a
few of these 'gray areas' that
keep popping up.
There need to be uniform
guidelines that are In effect
without question, not guidelines
that vary from residence hall to
residence hall. Personal convic-

tions need to be put aside. Otherwise, our personal rights and
privileges as students of this
University can become subject to
the rationale and Judgments of
others.
Finally, I have to offer one
final word on the Olscamp Hall
debate that has apparently
caught fire again. I didn't say
that it wasn't a nice place. From
an architectural standpoint, It's a
state-of-the-art facility with
many fine artistic qualities and
characteristics.
However, that shouldn't be the
motive behind a new classroom
building. Thirty-foot ceilings are
nice and all, but that should come
second-place to more classroom
facilities. Imagine how many
more classrooms could have
been built In there had they cut
down on the atmospheric qualities.
Also, it has been said that many
of the students have a negative
perception of the building because it is named after our
esteemed President Olscamp.
Yes, It's true that some people
still hold a grudge from last
year's sub-zero death marches to
class.
Personally, It could have been
named Archie Bunker Hall and it
wouldn't change my opinion one
bit. It has the potential and the
resources to be the most effective teaching facility on campus.
I just wish there was more space
so that more students could take
advantage of it.
Of course, that's all just my
opinion.
I wonder what USG has to say
Chris Zumc is a weekly columnist for The News.

for one day out of 365, whereas
blacks are given 28 days out of
365. And what do they do? Complain.
You dont hear the veterans
complaining, do you? No. They
take their one day of the year
with gratitude that someone
created to take the time to recognize their sacrifice, in some
cases human body parts or - to
the extreme - human life.
I don't write this to criticize the
black race but instead to remind
them that someone thought them
important enough to set aside an
entire month Don't throw It in
their face, because many people
don't even get half of that.
Jennifer Keyes
Freshman
History & English Education

Guns don't kill, people do
On Dec. 16,1994, The Times of
Washington D.C. ran an article
about Rebecca Griffin. After
hearing her daughter screaming,
she ran upstairs to her bedroom,
where she encountered two men
gagging and tying up her
daughter. After a brief struggle,
Rebecca broke away and retrieved the .32 revolver she
keeps for home defense. When
she shot a knife-wielding assailant four times, the other perpetrator fled.
Had Rebecca Griffin not had
that gun in her house, her
daughter would have been abducted, and they both may have
ended up beaten, raped or dead.
The most disturbing part of this
story Is the fact that D.C. law
makes the gun Rebecca Griffin
used to defend her home and her
daugter Illegal.
Every year, hundreds of reports like this appear In papers
nationwide. Citizens are fed up
with violent crime and defending
themselves with firearms.
Florida State criminologist
Gary Kleck has estimated that as
many as 2.5 million crimes are
stopped each year by law abiding
citizens with guns. Yet, when
faced with a rising demand for
real crime control, liberals like
Rep. Charles Schumer and our
fearless president seek to restrict access to guns for those
who need them most -Innocent
people.
With solutions like this, it is no
wonder citizens flock to the
National Rifle Association in record numbers, and American

Arthur
Sido
voters toss out dozens of gun control advocates from Congress.
Although it pains me to say so,
BUI Clinton was right on Jan. 13,
when he said in an interview with
the Cleveland Plain Dealer, "The
NRA is the reason the Republicans control the House."
Crime Is a very emotional argument. No one wants criminals
to run amok in our streets. But
the evidence shows that the tired
old cry of gun control is just another false promise from the
Left. Look at some cities with the
most stringent gun contol laws New York, Chicago and the District of Columbia.
These cities are slaughterhouses because gun control
has an integral flaw - the people
who use guns to commit crimes
will not wait five days to buy a
handgun. They'll buy them that
day on the street. They will hardly be dissuaded by gun possession statutes. They make their
living by breaking laws, so what
is one more?
On the other hand, Daniel Polsby writes in Current magazine
the state of Florida has issued
183,561 permits to carry legal
concealed weapons over the last
seven years.
By the more-guns-more-crime

argument, Florida's murder rate
should have skyrocketed. In fact,
the murder rate in Florida has
gone down or remained constant
while the national trends have
gone up.
Then there are the most shocking of news stories - Insane murderers going on rampages In

crime rates, the anti-gun crowd
always points to Great Britain,
where almost no one, not even
the police, have guns, and which
boasts a low violent crime rate.
At the same time, however,
they choose to Ignore nations like
Israel, Switzerland and New Zealand, where guns are as wide-

"The problem is obviously not the
widespread status of guns in this country, but
rather the existence of people who are
willing toti.se them in the commission of
violent crimes."
places like Killeen, Texas, where
22 helpless, .unarmed people
were murdered In Luby's
cafeteria One person could have
stopped the carnage - Suzanna
Gratia
Unfortunately, she left her gun
In the car, afraid to be caught
with It under Texas law. For
obeying the law, Gratia was rewarded with witnessing the murders of her parents and 20 other
people while the means to stop
the atrocity sat In her car.
If the riders in the Long Island
subway massacre had been
armed, Colin Ferguson would be
dead and Innocent lives would
have been spared. The root of the
problem in these slaughters Is
not a lack of gun control laws, it
is the laws that prevent people
from defending themselves
legally.
When faced with proof that gun
control has no real effect on

spread as in the United states,
but still have much lower crime
rates!
The problem Is obviously not
the widespread status of guns In
this country, but rather the existence of people who are willing to
use them in the commission of
violent crimes.
Crime Is a serious problem in
this country and one that demands a solution. Unfortunately,
liberal solutions to crime like
bribing criminals with taxpayer
funded "midnight basketball"
are Ineffective.
As long as criminals fear
neither real punishment from the
legal system nor retribution
from armed citizens, they will
continue to prey on innocent
people, and politicians will continue to ignore the real cause of
crime-criminals.
Arthur Sido is a guest columnistfor The News.
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Ticket* are on sale for the
University Opera Theater
production of "Cosl Fan Tutti or the School for Lovers"
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.
The opera, a comic tale of
love and fidelity, will be
presented at 8 p.m. March
10 and 11 in Kobacker Hall
of the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Featuring a cast of graduate and undergraduate
music students, the production will be directed by F.
Eugene Dybdahl, director
of opera activities.
Tickets are $6, $8 and $10
and will be available at the
box office between noon
and 6 p.m. Tickets can also
be reserved by calling
419-372-«171or
1-800-589-2224.

Report: Riverboats
bring quick boom - for
now
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The Cleveland Duo with
saxophonist James Umble
will present a guest recital
on March 3 at the University.
The free performance is
scheduled for 4 p.m. in
Bryan Recital Hall and is
sponsored by the College of
Musical Arts' MidAmerican
Center for Contemporary
Music.
The concert will feature a
variety of contemporary
works for violin, saxophone
and piano.
Included on the program
are works by Marc Eychenne, Oskar Mora we tz,
Klaus George Roy, Paul
Turok and University
alumnus Evan K. Chambers, who now teaches music at the University of
Michigan.
The Cleveland Duo of violinist/pianist Carolyn Gadiel Warner and violinist
Stephen Warner has been
performing in major cities
throughout North America
since 1980.
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CLEVELAND - Cities such as
St. Louis and Joliet, 111., have lessons to teach Ohio cities pinning
hopes for economic development
to proposed rlverboat gambling,
The Plain Dealer reported Monday.
The first such lesson may be:
spend it now, because nothing
lasts forever.
Ohio, faced with a loss of tax
dollars to other states with casino
and rlverboat gambling, may be
faced with little choice but to
jump aboard the gaming bandwagon, the newspaper said.
Gov. George Volnovich opposes casino gambling and plans
to meet with anti-gambling
groups in Columbus next month.
But Ohio developers are busy
forging alliances with casino
operators and consultants, and
many believe the state will embrace casinos if only to prevent
the loss of revenue to other
states.
The arrival of rlverboat gambling in St. Louis, Joliet and East
St. Louis, 111., brought big money

-Army Col. John Latimer of Rock Hill, S.C.

ACROSS
THE STATE
for city governments and as
many as 1,000 new jobs, the
newspaper said in the second
part of a five-part series on gambling.
But unlike casinos, riverboats
don't appear to be doing much to
spur economic growth anywhere
else - not in restaurants, not in
hotels and not in convention
center bookings.
"The majority of people go on
the boat and leave," said Donald
Fisher, mayor of Joliet, 111. "We
couldn't find a multiplier."
But Fisher said Joliet hasn't
given up hope that rlverboat
gambling eventually spurs indirect economic development.
Local governments' share of
the take has helped some cashstrapped communities. Impoverished East St. Louis, a commu-

nity of about 40,000, got a third of
its $30 million in 1994 revenues
from the riverboat.
The city has restructured its
debt, bought four fire trucks, 20
police cars, computers, street
sweepers and street striping
trucks. There are new police
officers and inspectors and new
staffers at City Hall.
Without the casino, "we'd be
struggling and worrying about
how we would meet our next
payroll," City Manager LaMar
Gentry said.
Joliet has earmarked 80 percent of the $2 million a month the
casinos brought in last year for
capital improvement projects,
reserved 15 percent for debt and
puts the rest in a "rainy day
fund."

On This Date
Wnt&Gfliwi
1995

ROSS

Seven years ago today, members
of the Theta Chi fraternity, 334 N.
Main St., faced opposition from
neighbors about Theta Fest 1988.
Permission for a similar event last year
was denied following a public hearing
in March 1987.

Continued from page one.

best friend Frank Vamos, who
had known about her adoption
and been very supportive. A
Columbus news station even
went with her during the event
and took her in a helicopter to
meet Bonnell.
"When we first met, I felt like I
was looking in a mirror because
we have similar mannerisms,"
she said. "We also both like cows
and watching Guiding Light"
Bonnell said meeting Jennifer
for the first time was like "an answer to a prayer." She said she
had tried to find Jennifer before,
but could not locate her.
"Before I met her, I anticipated what she would look like,"
Bonnell said. "I wanted her not to
hate me and to understand that I
gave her up to have a better life."
During the meeting, Ross also
got to meet some members of her
extended family and she found
out she has three siblings.
However, she did not get to meet
the siblings over the weekend.
She said she hopes to meet Jere-

miah, Josiah and Amber during
spring break.
"It Is a relief to have my questions answered because I had
never been able to give my medical history before," Ross said.
Ross said she has really come
to appreciate her life and all the
opportunities she has had. She
also said she would like to have a
relationship with her birth
mother, in addition to the relationship she has with her adoptive parents, Dick and Joan Ross.
"I told my parents that I love
them and no one will ever take
their place," she said. "I think
they needed to hear that because
they may have felt threatened."
She said her adoptive parents
have been "100 percent supportive" and have never discouraged her.
"I was concerned that hopefully it would turn out well for both
sides," Mr. Ross said. "I am glad

they both were able to meet and REPORT
it went well"
He said he did not really know Continued from page one.
how this would affect their relationship with Jennifer, but they TV," Pollex said. "There are so
would have to wait and see what many shows and movies where
weapons are commonplace."
happens.
Pollex said he finds that most
"We've supported Jennifer this juveniles do not carry guns with
far and we plan to keep on sup- the intention of using them.
porting her throughout this," he ' "If s kind of strange. Juveniles
said.
have a way of obtaining weapons
Bonnell also said she would not so much to hurt others, but to
like to have a good relationship protect themselves if they perwith her daughter.
ceive some kind of threat," he
"I hope to get closer to her to said.
Wood County Juvenile Prosmake up for lost years," she said.
Bonnell said she is going ecutor Lou Benedict said in many
through a divorce, which has cases he places the blame on parbeen an emotional and stressful ents.
"When the parents have some
time, but getting to meet Jennifer has helped to lift her spir- problems, their kids usually do,
too," Benedict said. "We see a lot
its.
"She has done so much that I of parents who have either had
never got to do," she said. "In a brushes with the law In the past
way, she is reliving my life."

• NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-1996.

30 R€SUM€S
30 BLANK SH€€TS
30 €NV€lOP€S

R€SUM€

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning

LiMl Third St Apt 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-

or they've deserted or abandoned
their kids.
"It's hard to help a kid when
they depend on their parents to
give them some basic values and
they're not there."
Juvenile criminal behavior
tends to resemble that of adults
more each year, Benedict said.
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"[Sunday] was a typical Somalia day, a
little shooting, but it wasn't aimed at
us."
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Cleveland Duo to
perform at University
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Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep stud lea and
your confidence, so you can
gat a hlghar aoor*.

1-800-KAP-TEST
ft a higher score

KAPLAN

HOME FALCON HOCKEY THIS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY - 7:00P.M.
Homeresular-season finales! Mascot Beheadings! Seniors Farewell! Easy Admission!

Hey ADVERTISERS.

GET WHAT YOU WANT

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
■841 Eighth St.
• 733 Manville
• 7SS Manville
.777 Manville

• 640 Eighth St
• 317 N. Main St.
•Campus Manor
(505 Clouih)

presents

FAIRMOUNT THEATRE
OF THE DEAF'S

• 313 N. Mam St
• 615 Second St.
• Rockledge Manor
(840&850 Sixth St.)

CHECK OUT OUR REDUCED RATES ON SELECTED PROPERTIES

CALL US TODAY
OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE
• M-F8to5
SAT 10 to 2
113 Railroad St.
352-9302
(next to Kinko's)

Don't miss out on the
Spring Break Tab!
Call your Account
Rep. for details!
DEADLINE: Feb. 28 at 4 p.m

OF A LESSER GOD
by Mark Medoff
March 3-4 at 8 pm
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GSS calls for new Union Mardi Gras --BG style
Jim Barter
The BC News

Graduate Student Senate passed a resolution
calling for renovations to the University Union
Friday, joining Undergraduate Student Government in a growing effort to turn the Union Into a
genuine campus attraction.
The GSS resolution Is similar to the Union bill
passed by USG Feb. 20. Both proposals recommend the creation of a committee to analyze the
current University Union's shortcomings and
suggest solutions to those problems.
Copies of both proposals will be sent to the University Board of Trustees and President Paul Olscamp. A copy of the GSS resolution may also be
sent to the University Presidential Search Committee.
GSS President David Vaillancourt said the proposal is meant to call attention to the Union's problems.
"Our problem as graduate students Is that we
know this Union isnt all it is supposed to be," Vaillancourt said. "I've attended Marquette University
and Western Illinois, which have phenomenal
unions. When I went through school, we had a pub,

a gameroom and dances in our union. We could
stay on campus and have a great time."
Carole Spencer, American Culture Studies representative to GSS, said the lack of study space
was her biggest concern.
"At Syracuse University, the union's entire second floor was full of sofas and chairs and... a quiet
area," Spencer said. "Do they even have a study
lounge here at the [University] Union?"
Vaillancourt said he believes the Union should
strive to become a more important part of student
life.
"Every other campus I've been on, all the student organizations are located in the union," he
said. "It was the center of student life, and that is
not what our Union is."
Spencer said she believes demolition and reconstruction is not necessarily the only way to improve the University Union.
"Even the building that we have could be utilized
more effectively," she said. "The building is too
short right now. Maybe we could add three or four
more stories to it."
The GSS resolution was Introduced to the organization's general assembly on Feb. 10 but tabled
for consideration until the Feb. 24 meeting.

French House
sponsors party
Scott Swecker
The BG News

Mardi Gras may be taking
place in New Orleans, but one
University group wants to have a
party right here.
Celebrating a tradition that began in Paris, the French House is
hosting its first Mardi Gras party
Tuesday night from 8 p.m. until
midnight. Admission is $1.
Sarah Wright, sophomore
Journalism education major, said
Mardi Gras begins on Jan. 6 and
lasts until the Tuesday before
Ash Wednesday - more popularly known as Fat Tuesday.
The French House celebration

is the result of months of planning and hard work by all of the
house's occupants.
"Everyone is welcome - there
is going to be a lot of food and a
lot of jazz music," Wright said.
The French House is being
decorated in the traditional
Mardi Gras colors - purple, gold
and green. Also in keeping with
the tradition, the infamous bead
necklaces will be handed out to
everyone who attends the event.
Collecting the bead necklaces
is one of the main goals of the big
celebration in New Orleans. They
can also be won at the French
House by participating in the
games provided.
"Come dare your friends and
strangers to see what crazy
things they'll do to win the Mardi
Gras beads," Wright said.
Stephanie Lysee, director of

"We're cooking a lot of food,
including king cake [the traditional Mardi Gras desert], gumbo, okra and jambalaya," Lysee
said.
Non-alcoholic cocktails will
also be served.

proach was detrimental to the movement," Andrews said.
The comparison and contrast of the leadership
styles is one major topic that will be deliberated.
"This has always been a good debate among
historians," Andrews said. "Martin was seen by
many as a passivist who was possibly too weak
to get things done, while Malcolm was often
seen as a militant leader, causing more people to
hate blacks than accept [them]."
The panel will attempt to discuss the importance of understanding other viewpoints to arguments, Andrews said.
Among the panelists are Chekita Hall, graduate student in English and ethnic studies, Dora
Vega, president of the Latino Student Union, and
William Wilkins, undergraduate student. One
professor and faculty member were asked to attend, but they have not responded as of yet.

Ann L. Snyder
The BG News

Continued from page one.

the next USG president
"There needs to be an improvement of the lighting on
campus. There was an upgrade
two years ago - but that was two
years ago. Now there Is a much
greater need for lighting, especially on Ridge Street," he said.
Remedies to the lack of available student parking spaces is also
a top priority, Jacobs said.
"I'm looking at the possibility
of a parking garage behind the
Health Services Building. There
is a wide square area at that location where one could build up as
many levels as needed, and still
not take anything away from the

She added that the prizes were
donated by local businesses.
People who celebrate Mardi
Gras at the French House will
also have the opportunity to
make their own masks complete
with feathers and sequins, as
well as listen to Cajun music.

BSU to discuss leaders

JACOBS
nothing to deter him from seeking the presidency, he said.
"I see being an outsider as an
advantage," Jacobs said. "I have
a fresher perspective on what the
students want out of a president."
Jacobs said the need for improvement in USG productivity
was what originally attracted his
interest.
"The students' voice is not
heard as much as it should be. I
think that USG could do a lot
more as an organization," Jacobs
said.
Jacobs cited campus safety as
an issue of major importance for

the French House, said prizes are
to be given every half hour to the
person who has won the most
beads.
"We plan to have games such
as limbo contests and maybe a
little karaoke," Lysee said.

campus," he said.
Jacobs said he believes his determination and leadership make
him the most suitable candidate
to lead USG next year.
"I think that the president
should be selected on the basis of
what that person can do for the
students," Jacobs said. "I believe
that people see me as a leader,
and I don"! think I am over my
head running for president of
USG."
Jacobs enjoys reading poetry
and spending nights out with his
friends and admits to getting
pumped up over big sporting
events.

In order to dispel any rumors that may be circulating about the leadership of Malcolm X and
Martin Luther King Jr., the Black Student Union
will conduct a panel discussion.
Revolution or Reconciliation: "The Legacy of
Two African-American Heroes" will be directed
Tuesday at 9 p.m. in Room 112 of the Business
Administration Building.
The purpose of the panel is to bring students
together to discuss matters concerning the
leadership styles of Malcolm X and King, according to Tara Andrews, president of BSU.
"The purpose of the discussion is to bring both
students of color and white students together to
talk about what [Malcolm and Martin] did and
whose approach was effective and whose ap-

DARLING

Learn to FLY
at BGSU!
This Summer or Fall
Have you ever thought of becoming a
professional pilot or just learning to
fly for fun?
You can fly at BGSU at an elective or at a degree program. To schedule
a lour ot if* flight school or M an odviior call Nancy at 372-2870.

UNIVERSITY UNION
♦Best Values on Campus

IMII

Continued from page one.

with the faculty, staff, students
and the administration of Bowling Green and to share with the
campus community its dreams
for the future," Darling said. "I
think the most important thing at
this point is for the people to
learn about me and how I would
fit in as the next president of the
University."
Alexis Alexander, editor of the
Almagest at LSU in Shreveport,
said most of the students at LSU
are not very acquainted with
Darling. Alexander said Darling
was also In the race for presi-

dential positions at the University of Nevada Las Vegas and in
Florida in the past year.
"Every time he is in the news,
he is looking for somewhere else
to go," Alexander said. "It's evident to me, as a student, that he is
not looking out for the concerns
of the students, but looking out
for himself. I think the general
consensus here is if he wants to
go, that is fine."
Darling said maintaining contact with the students would be a
priority for him as University
president. He said he would meet
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Darling received his doctorate
in marketing from the University
oT Illinois in 1967. His employment history includes work as
vice president, dean provost,
professor and associate professor at Louisiana State, Mississippi State, Texas Tech, Southern Illinois, Wichita State, Missouri
and Alabama universities.

travel design

loci: Complete tolad bar. toco
unlmlted beverage.
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Vincent Marsala, dean of Continuing Education at LSU in
Shreveport, said he has enjoyed
working with Darling.
"He has been extremely important to the outreach efforts of
Continuine Education," Marsala
said.

BOWLING GREEN

UCOf, fa Jltai,

i-

Darling said if he is offered the
job, he will accept It.
"If given the opportunity to
come there, I would very much
be inclined to <icccpt," Darling
said. "It's an excellent institution. It would certainly be viewed
as a very attractive position in
my professional career."

75C-IND. SPAGHETTI

$6.95
i' :

on a regular basis with the University student governments and
student organizations.
"I believe in the maintenance
of the student-friendly campus,"
Darling said. "On a regular basis,
my wife and I would entertain
students in our home. The students are why the University
exists, and it is extremely important that we meet the needs of
the students."
Katherine Fraser, manager of
public radio in Shreveport, said
Darling has been visible and very
helpful.
"The day I went to register he
was there walking around wearing a big button that said 'students come first,' " Fraser said.
The visit will be Darling's first
to Bowling Green. He said the
trip will be an opportur.lcy to
expand what he has learned
about the University from material he received.
"I know a great deal about the
University from the printed information," Darling said.

Info LINE
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Area hosts Operation Lifesaver

Crime
rises
inBG

Officers will monitor railroad crossings, educate public
Aaron Gray
The BC News

Aaron Gray
The BC News
Bowling Green police
were busier in 1994 than In
previous years, according
to the police division's annual report released Monday.
Incidents of crime in
Bowling Green Increased
from 20,987 in 1993 to
23,220 in 1994.

"Complaints increased
last year, so police activity
picked up 10 percent, which
is a significant amount,"
police Chief Galen Ash said.
Criminal arrests also increased by 331 in 1994. Ash
said this indicates a
national rise in crime.
"If statistics nationwide
are up, then you're going to
see the same thing here,"
Ash said. "We're seeing a
trend if the numbers increase, even though we're
increasing enforcement."
Enforcement of driving
under the influence laws
was emphasized in 1994,
Ash said. Fifty-six more
DUI arrests were made
than in 1993.
Other significant Increases included a 54 percent increase in traffic enforcement, 42 percent in
drug law violations, 45 percent in drunkenness and
111 percent in missing persons.

Drivers thinking about trying to beat a
train at a railroad crossing this week
might want to think again because their
chances of getting cited by police are
very high.
Bowling Green, State Highway Patrol
and Conrail officers will be keeping a
close watch on crossings as part of Wood
County Operation Lifesaver Week, a program aimed at preventing railroad crossing accidents.
Police will be monitoring crossings
from both land and air, with an airplane

watching for risk-taking motorists. Two
Bowling Green officers will also be riding the rails to observe violations firsthand.
Donald Slemmer, state coordinator for
Operation Lifesaver, said Ohio needs to
put the same law-enforcement effort into
train accident prevention that it has into
drunk driving prevention.
"Running around a [crossing] gate is a
violation of the law, and a person has a
very high chance of being killed," Slemmer said. "So we owe it to them to bring
them before court to make them understand."
Slemmer addressed a cross section of

law enforcement officials, politicians and
others Monday at a luncheon to kick off
Operation Lifesaver.
The program, which will also involve a
series of educational presentations
throughout the area, has reduced railroad accidents by SO percent in other
communities that have used It
Slemmer said the chances of a motorist
being killed in a collision with a train are
30 times greater than if he or she hits another car.
"I see people drive over a crossing not
looking either way," Slemmer said. "You
wouldn't do that at a four-lane highway.
We need to get the message to them that

SLS to appeal Ward 1 redistricting
Nicole Pankuch
The BC News
With the redistricting of Ward
1 being filed this week, candidates for both Ward 1 and mayor
are concerned about its implications.
Since Ward 1
contains about
45 percent of
the city's
voters, redistricting would
provide for
fairer representation in
local government.
"If they decide to redistrict, I think it would
be a good thing," said Sarah Ogdahl, Ward 1 Democratic candidate. "In Ward 1, there are too

States District Court in
Motion aims at increasing University involvement, United
Toledo for the redistricting of
Wardl.
providing fairer representation in local government "There is no case pending for
many voters, and it is unfair representation of the constituents."
Student representation seems
to be a concern among many of
the candidates, and many believe
it should be reproportioned.
"I feel that the Ward l's population is disproportionate and
that it needs to be evaluated and
redrawn for equal representation," said John Miller,
Ward 1 Republican candidate.
Although redistricting would
create fairer representation, it
would not diminish the apathy

toward voting at the University, Jack Hartman, Democratic cansaid Matthew Rose, Ward 1 Dem- didate for mayor.
"There should be more of the
ocratic candidate.
"Not that many students are University involved in city
voting," Rose said. "If there is government," Hartman said.
consistently more voter turnout, "[Students] are underthen redistricting is fine. But represented, which is unfortuwith such a small turnout, there nate and unfair."
This week. Student Legal Seris no point to redistricting."
The main purpose of redistrict- vices will submit an appeal to the
ing is that it would increase the
University's involvement in
wWinthrop Terrace Is Now
government, and might help
bridge the gap between the University and the city, according to

*

"^

Hartman said he supports an
appeal by SLS, although he said a
city-wide referendum might be a
better solution.

Accepting Applications"
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applications & deposits

For
Summer and Fall 1995!
Featuring
• Campus Shuttle
• 1 & 2 B.R. Fum./Unfurn.
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Design a logo to the theme
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^ tj
BG" Entries due
Mar. 13 @ 5 p.m.
need to be camera ready!
take 'em to room 330 union
WIN $50!!
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redistricting right now.
However, the decision by Student Legal Services is to pursue
it in U.S. District Court," said
Rodney Fleming, Student Legal
Services managing attorney.

= WINTHROP TERRACE APTS

Homecoming 95 Logo Contest....
i

they're in a high-risk zone.
"The [ratio of] the average freight
train, weight-wise, to the average motor
vehicle is the same weight ratio as your
car is to a can of pop. Run over a can of
pop tonight and take a look at it."
Conrail engineer Earl Patterson described to the group what it's like to see a
car or person at a crossing as he approaches in a train.
"If someone comes out in front of you,
there's not a thing you can do but keep
blowing the horn," Patterson said. "When
something like that happens ... your
hands get sweaty and your stomach rolls
up into your throat."
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Gymnasts collect first win
Falcons tumble past WMU, place fifth in CC Invitational
from the team. Co-captain Karen
Jordan rattled off a thesaurus
full of adjectives describing the
performance.
"Awesome. Phenomenal. Exciting," Jordan said.
Satisfying?
"Yes, we set a reachable goal
and we achieved it," she said. "It
was a big win."
In addition to getting the MAC
monkey off their backs, BG
swept three events, losing only
the uneven bars, 45.65 to 45.2.
And they posted their highest
MAC score of the season.
BG got the start it was looking
for, posting high vault scores and
following them up with consistent scores on the uneven
bars. Jen Wenrich and Heather
Ferguson led the way, each scoring 9.475 on their vaults.

Randy Setter
The BC News
Emotions ran as high as the
score as the gymnastics team
won its first Mid-American Conference meet in two seasons,
beating Western Michigan,
184.25 to 183.075, on Friday. The
scores ran even higher Sunday as
Bowling Green hit 187.375. finishing fifth at the Captain Crunch
Invitational.
The Falcons moved to 2-10
overall and 1-4 in the MAC following the hectic weekend which
featured BG's first MAC win
since the Falcons beat Western
Michigan in 1993 for that
season's only win.
Tke BG NCWI/RMI Wrliintr
On Friday, each successfully
Freshman Christina Zufclt and the rest of the Bowling Green gymnas- completed routine raised the extic* team picked np the first win this season over Western Michigan on citement level and the cheers
Friday.

LOOKING FOR PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
IN AN ENVIRONMENTALLY RELATED
FIELD?

BGSU Recycling needs
volunteers for can
processing night:
Tuesdays 5:00-6:30
Call 372-8909 for more information

"Vault was the key along with
bars," Wenrich said. "We hit
bars, going 6-6. Going in, we
knew what we had to do and we
just did it."
After vault and bars, BG never
trailed and gained further momentum with Ferguson's 9.6 on
the balance beam. Floor routines
of 9.4 and above by Alice Kruk
(9.45), Kim Pope (9.4), Andrea
Seaman (9.45) and Wenrich (9.4)
finished off Western Michigan.
Previous team best scores
were thrown out the window
Sunday as Bowling Green hit its
highest score of the season at the
invitational.
The Falcons finished fifth behind Texas Woman's at 188.45.
Alabama (196.1) won, followed by
Southeast Missouri State and
Missouri (190.1).

Wenrich set a school record on
the uneven bars with a 9.65, beating the previous record of 9.6 by
Robin Wall set in 1991 and Kathy
Altonen in 1992. Wenrich also set
the season's best all-around score
at 37.625.
The Falcons led off with consistent vaulting. Ferguson scored
the team's second-highest score,
a 9.525. Season-high team records were set on bars (46.25)
and beam (48.3), with Pope scoring a 9.45 and Cole scoring a 9.4
on the uneven bars. Wenrich
scored a 9.7 on the beam, and
Karen Jordan scored a 9.65.
Overall floor scores slipped,
but Kruk and Seaman tied for the
team's third-best scores at 9.45
with their routines. None of BG's
gymnasts finished in the top
three for any event.

| Patteson remains bright spot
Senior named Swimmer of the Year, but team finishes last in MAC
Mike Wilson

For Bowling Green, it was the
same old song and dance. Patteson, despite fighting an illness,
' Cheryl Patteson was named the turned in another championship
] Mid-American Conference performance. She has won or
i Co-Swimmer of the Year over the shared conference Swimmer of
■ weekend, but the Falcon women's the Year honors now for three
' team finished last at the 14th an- consecutive years.
nual MAC Championships.
To go along with her award,
As suspected, the meet went Patteson competed In three indidown to the wire. The defending vidual events, winning two and
MAC champion Ohio University placing second in the other. She
held off Miami University to post won the 400-yard individual meda 764-751.5 win.
ley and the 200-yard butterfly.
Her time In the 200-yard butterfly broke a previous BG school
record dating back to 1986.
In the 200-yard individual medley, Patteson missed a win by a
touch-out to a Miami swimmer.
"Had the race been another
five yards, she would have won,"
,

The BG News

Let Us Introduce You
to Authentic Mexicon
Food!
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$2 OFF

head coach Brian Gordon said.
Swimming in her final MAC meet
as a Falcon, Lynne Rutherford
competed in five events. She
placed fifth in the 200-yard butterfly, sixth in the 500- yard freestyle and eighth in the 200-yard
freestyle.

For the Falcon diving team,
Traci Sanderson finished third
on the 1-meter board and sixth in
3-meter action. "In summarizing
the meet, I think the majority of
our team performed the way they
had been all year, kind of like being unable to get out of third
gear," Gordon said. "It was certainly not a surprise to me where
we finished, and it was not a total
surprise of who performed well

"Lynne Rutherford, our only
senior swimmer, had three final
performances and marked the
first time since her freshman and who didn't."
year that she was able to final in
all three of her events In the top
The Bowling Green women's
eight. She did a good job," Gor- team finished its 1994-95 camdon said.
paign with an 0-5 conference reIn relay action, Rutherford was cord and a 3-7 record overall.
a member of the 800-yard freestyle relay, which placed fifth,
The Falcon men will compete
and the 400-yard relay, which in the MAC Championships this
placed sixth.
weekend.

You're in Luck
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

ARMY ROTC
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See Captain Boiaseau at the Job Fair in the Grand Ball Room on Feb.
88. For more details stop by Rm. 151 Memorial Hall or call 372-2476.
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Women fifth
Defense key for BG icers
at MAC Invite Carper returns to strengthen Falcon goal protection
ScottSalb
The BC News
Hie BGSU men's and women's
track teams participated In the
Mid-American Conference Invitational in Kent this weekend.
The men's squad placed seventh
out of 10 teams with 53 points,
while the women finished fifth
with 72 points.
As predicted by men's coach
Sid Sink, the men's and women's
teams from Eastern Michigan
ran away with the Invitational.
Eastern's men finished with 122
points, and the women of Eastern
completely dominated the field
by finishing with 147 points. Second place Ball State had 104
points.
The BG men didn't have an athlete win an event, but some team
mebers did have outstanding
performances. Sophomore Travis Downey broke his own school
indoor record with a best of 16-7
1/4 in the pole vault.
The distance medley relay

team of seniors Glen Lubbert,
Brad Schaser and Tim Arndt and
freshman Mike Shoals finished
second with a time of 9:57.68, just
over one second behind Eastern
Michigan.
"I'm pleased with our overall
performance, but I would liked to
have finished in the top five,"
Sink said. "I'm very happy with
the showing of our distance medley relay team. I thought they
really excelled."
Bowling Green had two women
win three titles at the meet. Junior Tracey Losl won the 5,000
meter In a time of 17:08.46 and
the 3,000 meter In a time of
lftOUft

Senior Nikki Lesslg won the
shot put with a toss of 504 1/4.
Her throw increased her chances
of qualifying provisionally for
the NCAAs. Lesslg is looking to
repeat her All-American performance of last season at the
NCAAs, where she finished seventh in the shot put

John Boyli
The BC News
BG defenseman Brandon
Carper felt like he was starting
over. Carper returned to the
lineup Friday against Ohio
State after missing the Falcons' previous IS games due to
an ankle Injury.
"I felt really, really good out
there," Carper said. "I felt like
I was a freshman again. I
mean, I was out for 2 1/2
months. Right before the game,
driving to the rink, I had some
butterflies. And as soon as I got
out there in warmups ... It just
fell into place again."
The Falcons didn't have a
great game defensively In Friday's 7-5 win over the Buckeyes, but Carper was pretty
solid in his first game back, BG
head coach Buddy Powers said.
"I thought Carps played a
pretty good game," BG head

coach Buddy Powers said. "He
hasn't played a hockey game
since the second week in
December. To be off that long
and handle himself the way he
did ... I Just look for him to get
better and better."
Carper and his teammates
were better on Sunday, allowing OSU just 16 shots on goal
compared to 31 Friday. Entering the game, BG had allowed
four or more goals in five
straight games.
Goaltender Bob Petrie, who
made his first start since Feb. 3
against Alaska-Fairbanks, was
also sharp. In his last two
starts, Petrie has a 2.00 goalsagainst average while stopping
39-43 shots.
"I dont know what we'll do
this weekend, but I feel good
about both of our goaltenders
right now," Powers said Monday on his radio show.
Powers said the decision on

whether Will Clarke or Petrie
will start Friday will be made
later in the week.
Lake Superior, who swept
the Falcons In Sault Ste. Marie
two weekends ago, comes to
the Ice Arena Friday hoping to
avoid a fifth-place league finish. BG, on the other hand,
wants to finish second.
The Falcons, 21-10-2 overall
and 16-7-2 In the Central Collegiate Hockey Association,
leads third-place Michigan
State by one point. BG has 34
points, while the Spartans have
33. Miami and the Lakers are
two behind the Falcons with 32.
BG, MSU and Miami have
two league games left, while
LSSU has just one remaining.
After hosting LSSU, BG hosts
Ferris State Saturday. MSU
goes on the road against Ohio
State Friday and Miami Saturday, while Miami hosts league
champion Michigan on Friday.

• BG moved up to sixth In
the WMEB Radio Poll. Maine is
first, followed by Michigan and
Boston University, who are
tied for second. MSU is eighth
in the latest poll. In the WBVI
Computer Rating, BG Is ninth,
one spot behind Michigan
State.
• Center Brian Holzinger, a
Hobey Baker Award candidate,
is tied for second nationally In
scoring. Vermont's Martin St.
Louis is first with 65, followed
by Holzinger and U-Mass
Lowell's Greg Bullock with 63.
Holzinger, however, still leads
the CCHA In league and overall
scoring.
• The Falcons now have
eight players - Holzinger (63),
Kelly Perrault (44), Curtis Fry
(43), Mike Johnson (41), Jason
Clark (34), Tom Glantz (32),
Dale Crombeen (31) and Brett
Punchard (31) - with more
than 30 points this season.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS

-•PSICW4UPA —
Nan maatlng, Toaa., Fab. 28
@ 9 00 in RTI 103
Coma & explore your
opportunities In Psychology

GET PUBLISHED NOW!
PRAIRE MARGINS
The Undergraduate Fine Arts Magazine
Now accepting submissions of art. poetry, and
fiction. Place submissions in Prairie Margins
Mailbox 202C Univ Hal. Any Questions Call
Aimee © 353-0216

BLACK STUDENT UNION
JACKSON-TOLLIVER SCHOLARSHIP
DUE DATE EXTENDED TO
MARCH 1ST
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
405 STUDENT SERVICES

Hospitality Mgmt. Society
S
Et Sigma Delta
Monthly Meeting
February 23,7.30pm
BAA 4000
Guest Speaker
Jodi Barnard
The Ritz Cartion

Celebrate Black History Month
Come Watch

Malcolm X
-ATTENTION"
APICS/Purchasing Club General Meeting
Tueiday, February 28
BA 1107:30pm
Dave Stanford speaks on the Importance
ot Intomahipe.
"Free Pizza S Pop"

Tuesday. February 28at8:O0PM
in Offenhauer's Lobby
Criminal Justice Organization Meeting Tonight
• 9 00 p.m In room 1011 BA. Katfry Jones c US Marshal will be speaking" AH are weicomell

THURSDAY. MARCH 2,7-SPM 1007 BA
SPONSORED BY PI SIGMA ALPHA

IT'S TIME TO GET ACTIVEI
MAKE A DIFFERENCE, join the Best
Club in the Nation
BGSU College Republicans
Tonight 9.00pm Rm. 112 BA

FALCON RADIO AM 610 WFAL'a
BALLS OUT BWQO
Listen March 7, from 64pm to
The Big Hairy Poeee to win Drlteal
Pick up your bingo card at the
WFAL studio In West Hall
From your modem roc* euthority
FALCON RADIO, WFAL

SOPHOMORE ALO MEMBERS
applnations for
Jo Anno J. Trow Award
w i be available In 425 Student Servkaa
starting Monday. Must be full time
student wrth 3.5 GPA.
Applications due on
March 10th by 3:00pm.

DEBATE BETWEEN USO CANDIDATES
••SPOTLIGHT"
The American Marketing Aaaoctaton and tie
Systems Management Club are sponsoring a
spotlight lor CompuServe Inc. on Tues.. Fab
28 at 7:30pm In 116 BA. All are welcomel

•ATTENTION"
Omlcron Delta Kappa Leadership Honor
Society Is now accepting applications.
These can be picked up in 405 Student

Services
DUE MARCH 141
Any'a-CallCal ©352-6423.

An Updose Dscussion on Judaism
Tues. Feb. 28.6:30pm. Countryside In
MacQuad. Lota of visuals and Jewish
artifacts.

When's The Last
Time You Had A
Home Cooked Meal?

ATTENTION MAY GRADUATES
Place your order tor cap and gown by March
31. IMS. Please place your order at the gift
counter In the University Bookaore or by casing 2-28S1. If placing your order by phone you
muii know your cap size. Graduation announcements are available at the Bookstore.

BGSU Skillng Club
TONMHT
• every Tuaa. nlgM • 8pm Ice Arena
12.30 plus sksle rental.

BKBASH
BKBA3H
Don't miss the Burger King Bash to
support CoHeglale 4H. Tonight
from 4-7 at Wooeler St. Location

TOMORROW'S YOUR LAST
CHANCE TO SIGN UP FOR THE

SouthSide
Laundromat
993 S. Main
353-8826

Your Tanning Professionals
Since 1980

Where is the best St. PADDY'S DAY party
inB.G?
Come find out at the next meeting of
BGSU IRISH CIUB
Tonight atg:30P.M. 103 BA
Don't forget your dues I

3 on 3 Baaketball Tournament
Thursday, March t
8-11 pm. Activity Center
Sign up in the SRC Main Office by March7

continued on p. 8

University Presidential Candidates

Presentation & Open Forum
An opportunity for all interested individuals
to hear a brief presentation from the candidates and
to interact in a question and answer format

CASH PRIZES!!!
Sign up 330 Union

John R. Darling

MARCH 2,1995
1:00-2:30 pm

David G. Carter

MARCH 6,1995
1:00-2:30 pm

Betty Turner Asher

MARCH 9,1995
1:00 -2:30 pm

Sharon A. Wallace

MARCH 13,1995
1:00 -2:30 pm

Sidney A. Ribeau

MARCH 15,1995
1:00-2:30 pm

Lee B. Jones

MARCH 27,1995
1:00 -2:30 pm

FREE!

1726 E. Wooater Street
(Behind B.P. Station)
Mastercard /Visa accepted
Carry Out Available

abin 9mm
10-40% Off StOrewide • Sale Ends 3/5/95
Lowe,
Jaruport,
& Kelly
Backpack*-

allRai

Save $15

GOHE-TEK

20% off

1 FREE VISIT
i p;11 - iqi ■ :i..■
.-. • ■
ad

Country Line Dancing C laaa
Tueeday, March 7
8-Opm, Activity Center

March 2nd, 6pm
Kreischer Quad

Contour IV

•■■

TUESDAY TALKS AGAIN!
9pmTall Rm, Union
this week
PROF. RONANDO HOLLAND
speaking on Political Science
FREE, TOO!
call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for info.
sponsored by UAO

Discover Yoga
Monday, March 6
7-8pm, Archery/Golf Room

113 Olscamp Hall
324 West Bldg., Firelands

THE
TANNING
CENTER
Hair Unlimited
248 N. Main
354-1559

WELLNESSVVEEK
Student Recreation Center

EUCHRE & SPADES
TOURNEY!

RESTAURANT

When you come to Bob
Evans, you are treated
like guests for a home
cooked meal.

THE MIGHTY MIGHTY BUS TRIP
from
FALCON RADIO WFAL
Llalen and win a trip to
Col urn boa
to seethe
MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSSTONES
Merch 1 o at the Newport Music Hall

The Canoe Shop
_
■YourOneStopOuttluorSliop!
i ^f™-~7^^^^ uo Sou,n IUvcr Ro,d
Black Swamp Outfitters watovtiie. owo 43566 • (4i« STWTOO

Live community broadcasting via
Wood Cable Channel 24
Resumes of the candidates are available for viewing in
Vice Presidential offices, Reserve Room of Jerome
Library, Firelands College Library, Faculty Senate
office, Graduate Student Senate, Undergraduate
Student Government, and the local GOPHER network.

HOME FALCON WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TOMORROW vs- MIAMI ■ 7:30 P.M
( ■.

H

\ ) U '. ■ PI RSQNAL IBM i OMP/ '- ■

■

\

I W -' '

••'*.

'
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Woman In Communication!
W*oYi*so*y. March 1,7.30 pm.102 BA
omeer BMtam for 95.96 Be Theroi

CITY EVENTS
rr» TIME TO orr ACTIVE!
MAKE A DIFFERENCE, join M Best
Club in the Nation
BGSU Coiaoa Rapubkcant
Tonight g.OO pm Rm. 112 BA

•Pi Beta Phi"
Congratulations to Apr! Balser, Erin
Johnson, Christie Marias, and Kriatine
Fink on your selection as Rho Chi*
Well miss you during Rushl
•PI Baa Phi'
•PI Phi'
Congratulations to Anna Bunyard. Erin
Bryan, Casey Upham. and Shelley Fletcher
on your selection to Order ot Omogal
We are Proud olyoul
•Pi Phi'
• PI Phi • SAE " Pi Phi • SAE
The sisters ol PI Beta Phi would ska to
thank tie. brothers ot Sigma Alpha Epeton
tor Kissing Carnations! Thanks a lot guys!
•Pi Phi •SAE "PI Phi'SAE
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI
L11' Amanda Gullutsen
Do you know?
Can you guess?
All I can say
is you're the bestl
Love, Your Big??

LOST & FOUND
FOUND:
Prescription Sunglasses. Claim al Payroll Olio*. 3rd I. Admin. Bldg. Left sometime in last
month.
Found: Watch (2/22/95) Offenhauer partting
lot. Call to identity 354-2063. Palo.

SERVICES OFFERED
FREE GROCERIES' Easy shopping Guida
ravaals money-saving secrets. Sand
tSOIVSASE 10 Box 205, Portage, OH 43451.
OOINOTOOAVTONA?
$12*voer*on. Booking direct
•avail Suitai. kitchenettei, all
beachlront in the heart ol Spring

Braakll 140MWNM
RESUME SERVICE
Gat your Professional Custom RESUME
before Spnng Break. Student Discount.
Call 372-51 55 lor in'o
WIN do typing
(1.25/paga
Call Vicki 352-3356
Word Processing-Resumes.Term Papers
Thesis, Dissertations on Laser Printer
Call 352-6705 (8-8)

PERSONALS
•Pi Beta Phi"
PI Phi Alt Sport f 11
Keep up the great work Pi Phi's I
• Pi Beta Phi ■

Alpha Phi LORRI MULLEN Alpha phi

Two more days A then you! aaa
the best Big/Ill'paathat will ever be
Get excited for the Bkjrur Hunt.
Welcome lo tiie lamiryl
Alpha Phi LORRI MULLEN Alpha Phi
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI
UT JackieWelcome to the lamiryl It wont be long
now.. Love,Big?
AOH'AOU'AOII
The sisters ol AOII would like
ID congratulate
Jan Pecchio on her Valentine's
Day pinning to ZBT, Matt Alandt
AOU'AOH'AOII
Ash Wednesday Services
12:05,4:30* 7:00 at
St- Thomas More CHapel
5:30 « 8:00 at
Northeast Commons
Sponsored by St. Thomas More
Student Organization
BLACK STUDENT UNION
JACKSON-TOLLIVER SCHOLARSHIP
DUE DATE EXTENDEDTO
MARCH 1ST
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
405 STUDENT SERVICES
Changing Times Hair Salon
would like to welcome
JUNE LONG our new nail technician
Specials include $10 off a full eat of sculptured
nails, $-5 off total balance and 10% off a manicure.
425 E. Wooster ' 354-2244

CA

Two Brand New Buildings at

Campbell Hill
•2 and 3 Bedrooms
•Washer/Dryer Hookups

Wedneeday. Mar. »h
7:00pm-1007 BA Bldg.
2-2451 detalla
DISNEY IS COMING!!
DtSNEVrSCOMINOII

Only 1 more day of secrecy tort's 1 and 2
The Unmaaking la Tomorrow!

•Full Basements
•Air conditioning

Elan,
Thursday is quickly approaching, and it will be
a day to remember I am so happy you art going I) be my hotel I also want you to know you
are a great addition to Alpha Phil Have an
excellent day and an sxcellant week <
Alpha Phi Love and Mine.
WHO AM I?
P5Ci«B I have a Toyota Tercel

?24 I

Wooster

Trie LIMITED la HIRING!
JrJSr. Faah. March, CSAIIS,
ProoVProc, Mktg, Acct, Finance, or
HR majors tor poeittone at
Corporate HdOtr*.
US Citizens with 2.7GPA or above.
Apply wkh reeume M Co-op:
231 Adm. Bldg.-Interviews Mar. tat

HEW NAIL TECHNICIAN

LORI
$5.00 off
Any New Set Of Nails
Withbyri

Monday, February 27
lee Cream lor Dinner, canned tood donation lor Martha's Kitchen. Rodger* Muz.
•:00pm

('.ill Tod;i\ loi ,in Appointment 354-1477.

WANTED
1 female rmmi. needed for 95-96' Nice apt.,
very dose to campui. Call 353-5114.
1 or 2 summer sublessors lor 1 bedroom apt.
Reasonable rent. Call al 353-2057.
1 sublessor needed Immed. lor an effic. apt.
Close » campus. 1200 inc. all utl. Lease ends
Aug. Alyssa 372-2777.
3-4 summer subioasors needed for a 3 bedroom house Including porch. Close to campus.
eel alter 5:00pm. 352-1686.
Efficiency
Subteaser now through May 5. $180/mo
Can r.-n*w lease. 353 0708
Close to campus
INTRAMURAL INDOOR SOCCER OFFICIALS NEEDED: MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE
MANDATORY CLINIC - MARCH 8. 7-10PM.
PCK UP APPLICATION ANO TEST AND RETURN TO 130 FCLD HOUSE BY MONDAY,
MARCH 6.1995.
Summer orvylwalk lo campus-Victorian home,
Ig brm. share kit a bath Private parking, util.
pd. Call 352-5817 or 352-7907.
Summer Sublease/ needed lor 1 bedroom apt.
8255/month (available tor 3 months, only pay
2 months) Available beginning of May. Please
calKoly. 352-8918- leave message.
Summer Subieasem
tor a 2 bdrm. apt
Call 354-7508.

Delivery
Any Dell
Sandwich &
Chips SL Pop

II Awesome Spring Break' Party Cruise I
Days $2781 Includes 12 Meals » » Free Par
tiesl Great Beaches I Nightlife i A HUGE Party!
Spring Break Travel 1-800-678-6386.
#1 Awesome Florida's Spring Break Hotspots'
Cocoa Beach (Near Disney) 27 Acre Deluxe
Beachfront Resort 7 Nights t159i Key Wsst
$2291 Day lona Beach Room with Kitchen From
$12»l 1-800-678-6386.
1981 Firebird Formula 5.0 V8 Hunter Green
S4k Auto 16" tires w/aloys, AJrbag AC CC
PW POL PA PM Tit AMFM Cass. O-Fog.
1 owner-garaged. $10,495. Days: 352-4621.

RECREATION AIDE/SUMMER: Temporary
'un-time position to work with davelopmenially
disabled persons in a summer day camp program. Position will begin June 12th and end
August 16th. Mon. through Fri.,
8 30am 3 30pm Starling pay Wll be SS.9S per
hour. Strongly prefer person with previous education/experience in the MR/DO field or recreation area. Resumes or applications will be
accepted Mon. ■ Fri. 8 30am 4:30pm No
phone calls please. Sunshine he. of NW Ohio.
7223 Maumee-Westem Road. Maumee. OH
43537, ATTR.Hfl. Manager.
RESORT JOBS - Earn lo 112/hr. A tips.
Them* Parks. Hoists. Spas, A more. Tropical
I Mountain destinations. Call 1-208-632-0150
ext. R55442.
Run your own business. Gain valuable experience while building your resume. Earn up lo
1] 0.000. Irrigation sales A installation. Vehicle
required. Call Student Sprinklers
1 ■600-265-7691.
SPRING BREAK '951 Guaranteed lowest
prices USA Party in Jamaica, Cancun. Bahamas, Florida, Padre. Organize group travel
(■eel Call for info a prices. SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1-600-426-7710.

Acoustic guitar, new.
With cast. $250
Call 353-9065.

M ACINTOSH Computer.
Complete system including printer only

MM

Call Chrla at 800-288-5685.

NEVER BEEN USEDI
Tandy Dot Matrix Prlntar 130 A
Asking $100 wirh 'Print Shop' program
as a bonus ■ 000
Call 372-5465

FOR RENT
1 and 2 BR apartments.
1 year, nine months, or summer leases.

352-7454.
1 BORM apt. ideally located between campus
A town. ^9Cf low rent. Completely furnished.
Available from May 7 - late August. Call lor details 353 2187.
1 bedroom apartment, immediate
occupancy. Pets are allowed.
Call 354-8800
12 month leases starting May 19,1995
122 N. Enterprise- 1Br-i person- $340 • Utl
124 11? N Entorpr'so Eflic -lper -$265.Util
4021 n E. Court-E (He • 1 per $265 ♦ Utl
Steve Smith 352-8817
2bdrm. 9 & 12 mo. lease mc heat, hot water.
cooking A sewer. Conveniently located - dose
to campus, library. 8 1-75. Clough $ Mercer.
Umv. Village. 352-0164.
2-4 SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY"
A/C, OubHouse. POOL, 2 BDR LG Apt. W/4
people, $122 mo/.eloc CALL 354-770511
353-0325' CARTY RE NTALS • 85-96 Apia.
1 or 2 BR apts. and elfioenoes.
All furnished. Very close to campus.
School year or 12 month leases.
Apts. 850 Scott Hamilton2 hlks from camp.
Nice, fum, air, laund, reserved parking. 4 people max. No pats 10 mnrh Lease $675 per mo.
12 mnth lease $620 per mo. 287-3233/ alter
5:00287-4255.
Apis. For Rent
Third St.. 1 bdrm (grad students)
Fifth $ Seventh - 2 bdrm.
352-3445

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Now renting for 1995-96 A summer 1995
2BRA1BR units
Fully fur n A air conditioned
Convenient Location
Reasonable Rates

Call 352-4966
MOUNT VERNON APTS.
2 BR fully furnished. Clean and quiet. Dishwashers On lite management. Most utilities incluoec 12 mo. lease. Call 3540401.
Subleasing 1 bdrm. apt. Unfurnished.
$395 • elec. Pets allowed. Wheel chair
accessible Nice, quiet atmosphere.
Please call 353-3410. leave message.
Very Close 10 Campus
3/3 bdrm houses
2/1 bdrm apt*.
Call John Frobos* 352-9392

SUMMER ENTREPRENEURIAL POSITIONS
Our company is now hiring hard-working, motivated, young entrepreneurs to run their own
business during lha summer
Earn
$8000-$10000 whiie gaining valuable experience. Limited positions are left in Cleveland.
Akron. Canton, and Youngstown areas. For
more information call 1 -800 869-9346.
Summer Joba:
Cabin Counselors, Horse Staff and Lifeguards
needed al the YMCA Will son Outdoor Cenier
Look for us at the Summer Job Fair February
28m in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom, or call us
al 1-800-423-0427.

<*&&*

SEAFOOD

SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
Student Painters ia looking for highly motivated, hard working students to join our management firm. Gain valuable experience to improve your resume, average earnings between
18000 • 110000 Positions are avaiebte in
select Cleveland suburb*. Akron, and Canton
which wi be filed on a first come first servo
basis. For more Information call
1-600-543-3703.

HELP WANTED
11750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars
For ink) call 202-298 9085.
250

COUNSELORS A INSTRUCTORS
rwededl
Private, coed summer camp In PoconoMtns..
NE Pennsylvania. Lornkan. Bon 234BG.
KenHworth, NJ 07033. (906) 278-0996.

Tel*marketing Position Available
Evening hours. Whitahouse, OH.
Send resume* lo: McVicker Insurance 5825 Weckerfy Rd., Wfitehou**. OH 43571.

erriEtetCA

Thuraday, March 2
Staff Appreclal Ion Day
McDonald Carnlval-Around the Quad
•Paychic Friends Connection, MacWaat
Main Lounge, 1:00pm
■Card/Board Games Play Night, MacEaat
First Floor Lounge, 1:00 pm
•Hoildaya Around the World, MecNorth
Main Loung, 1:00pm

Hintiffrrrtcni Inc.

Tuffy
50% ?£ AutoCenters
Service

BRAKE PADS & SHOES

LIFETIME
Northeast

Raoleeno* Hall Week aponaor* Include:
Rodger*, Oftenhauer. Prout, McDonald
Quad, Krelecher Quad, Kohl and Resident
Student Aeeoclslkm.

Our company is looking for individuals who
want lo gain extensive management experience this summer. Eam 16000 lo 110,000 per
summer. Positions available throughout tile
Midwosl 600-887-1960.

XO PHI PSI XO
Congratulations to Jodi McCulkxh
on her lavaliering to Phi Kappa Psi
Chad Moore.
XOPHIPSIXO

Tuesday, February 2a
Tuea. Night at tha Movlea, OH.nhauer Main
Lobby, 7:00pm
•Dailng Gam*, Prout Ma in Lounge, 7:30pm
Wednesday. Msrc hi
Hal Government Appreciation Day
•Mirror, Mirror on the Wal, Who's the SkinMeet ol Them all, Krelecher Cafeteria.
1:00pm
•Cimpui Scavenger Hunt, Registration
4:0O-4:S0pm Student Service. 2nd floor,
Hunt 4:3O-«:0Opm
'A Dr. Sueea Story Hour, Rodger* Flrat
Waal Lounge, 10:00pm

Golf - Sales
Part-lime, 20-25 hrs, flexible schedule.
Call Mr. Winter at 1-419462-1929.

XO Chi Omega XO
Congratulations to Monica Venegas
on her pearling lo Mchael Higgini.
XO Chi Omega XO

Need Money forCollege?
Recorded message gives details: Call (419)
4234211. or write Jean Kraft. MEd.. 682 W.
Bioolow, Suite E-9. Findlay. OH 45640.

Saturday, February 25
-Goepelteet, Kobacker Hal, 3:00pm

Full-time teacher wanted for immediate start in
Korea. Must be a native English speaker wirh
college degree and able lo obtain a visa. For
more Information call (617) 352-6711.

XO Chi Omega XO
Congratulations to Shannon Will ams
on her pearling to Pat Puhl.
XO Chi Omega XO

KDS NEED YOU' Remember struggling
through reading and Iracitons? Students in
Perrysburg Heights need willing volunteers lo
help with homework and to talk one-on-one.
Call Lynene at 352 7534.

The deadline for placing orders for Personalized Graduation Announcements tor May
Commencement Is March 17. 1995. Orders
may be placed at the gift counter in the Untversly Bookstore.
;

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up lo $2000wmonth working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel
Seasonal A full-time employment available. No
Experience necessary. For information call
1-206-634-0468 ext. CS5443

Women's Lacrosse
Are you interested in starting
a BGSU Women's Lacrosse learn ?
If so. contact Kelly at 352-8918.
Leave message.

Jamie,
Three more days unOI Thursday. I am sooo excited...it will be absolutely unforgettable. Alpha
Phi did good when they asked you to join. I am
lucky to have you become my little This should
be a SUPERB time for usl Here are two more
clues lor you: I constantly hang out al Cosmo's
and I collect stamps
Alpha Phi Love and Mine.
GUESS WHO?

Counselors: CAMP WIYNE. co-ed camp,
Pennsylvania, 6/22-8/20/95. Have the most
memorable summer of your hfe Great opportunity for growth in personal, professional and
parenting skills. Counselors needed for Tennis, Swim (W S.I preferred). Waterskilng, Basketball. Softball. Volleyball. Soccer, Golf, Soil
Defense. Gymnastics. Cheerteading, Aerobics,
Narure.Camp.ng Ropes, Piano, Guitar, Calligraphy. Jewelry. Batik. Sculpture. Ceramics,
Drawing/Painting, Slkscreon, Photography.
Other Staff: Group Leaders. General, Bookkeeper, driver/Video (21*),
R.NA.P.N/Nursing Students. Many other positions ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: March 8th
from 11am-11pm in the Fort Rm. of the Union.
To arrange a time call 1-800-279-3019 or
516489-3217 or write 12 AHevard St. Lido
Beach. NY 11561. Include your telephone
number.
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 position*! Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mine, PA. Good sslary/tlpe! (908)689-3339.

On Campui Aih Services at
Northeast Commons:
5:30 8 7:00 PM

INRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: WOMEN'S S
COED VOLLEYBALL - FEB. 26 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00 P.M. ON DUE DATE IN
130FIELD HOUSE.

Friday, March 3
•Campua Roommate Game,
Common*, «:30-*:30pm

Expiration 3/17/95

Wednesday is ASH WEDNESDAY
Ash Services at St Thomai More:
12:05.4:30*7:00 PM

Gamma Phi Beta ' Gamma PM Beta
Congratulations to Shannon Maiscn tor
becoming an Aerobics Instructor.
GOODLUCKI
Gamma Phi Beta * Gamma Phi Beta

RESIDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS
ONE HALL OF A SHOW
RESIDENCE HALL WEEK
FEBRUARY 25 ■ MARCH 3, IMS

Is Proud to Announce Their

Want a fun. free time on Thursday?
CAMPUS EXPRESSIONS
this week leaturing:
DEREK WOLFGRAM
The BGSU cult hero la back I
He's political, he's comical, he's musical!
MARCH 2ND, 1:30 -11:30 PM
BOWL-N GREENERY
sponsored by UAO
call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for info.

Gamma Phi Bale • Gamma PM Beta
The slaters of Gamma Phi Beta would
like to commend the blowing members
for doing over 500 community service hra.
This semester: Cindi Nelson, Paula VanDyne.
JulieGschwind.
Gemma PM Beta * Gamma PM Beta

Omlcron Dells Kappa

Complete job descriptions and applications are
available at the Park office al 41 7 City Park
Drive, Bowling Green, OH 43402. Please bring
resume. Oltice hours are M-F. 8:00
AU5 00PM Deadline tor application as early
as March 10. 1995 (Variei by position). The
City of Bowling Green is an equal opportunity
employer.

TKE OPEN RUSH TKE
TKE OPEN RUSH TKE
115 BA 7 30 8 '30pm Toes Feb. 28

FREE FINANCIAL AJOI
Over 16 Biflion in pnvate sector grants & scholarships ii now available. Al students are eligible regardless of grades. Income, or parent's
income. Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1 -SOO-263-6495 Stt F5S442.

GREAT RESUME BUILDER

FORSALE

Call Colleen 372-2606 for details

Bowling Green Parka and Recreation is seeking individuals for seasonal, part-time employment A variety of positions are available including Softball Complex Manager. Aquatic
Complex Manager, Lifeguards. Swim Imtructori, Attendants. Aquatic Facility Maintenance.
Athletic Complex Maintenance. Park Maintenance and Summer Program Specialists

THE MIGHTY MIGHTY BUS TRIP
from
FALCON RADIO WFAL
Listen and win a trip to
Columbus
loaeethe
MKJHTY MIGHTY BOSSTONES
March 10 at the Newport Music Hall

FALCON RADIO AM HO WFAL'S
BALLS OUT BINGO
Listen March T. from 8-epm to
The Big Hairy Poaaa to win prim!
Pick up your bingo card al the
WFAL studio In Weal Hal
From your modem rock authority
FALCON RADIO, WFAL

Omlcron Delta Kappa
There will be a meeting Wed. March 1 at 104
BA, 900' Free pizza, pop A snacks • See you
morel Questions Call Stacey 372-S4M.

'Must have own car
•Must be energetic
•Must be able to make
commitment til May 98

ST. THOMAS MORE
ASH WEDNESDAY SERVICES:
I205prn.A 4.00 p.m. at St. Thomas More
5:30 pm. A 8 00 p.m. at NE Commons
7:00 p.m. at Sl. Thomai Mora

FACULTY/STAFF LUNCHEON IN NE
COMMONS today at
12:45 p.m.
Come discover what it means to be
Catholic on the BGSU campus Coat of the
Luncheon will be IS.00
A good way to celebrate CATHOLICS ON
CAMPUS WEEKI

35P-0717

(HAIR|JCANARY)

Studeni Pubii cat on s la currently
accepting applications for several
openings for the 95-96 school
year.

SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA FROM JS1 PER PERSON PER
WEEK. FREE UFO. 1-800-488-8828.

Ever wonder what would happen if the Pope
got locked out of the Vascan? How could
he go unrecognised and what would
he do?
To find out the answer to these "vital"
questions come see "Saving Grace" in
the Gish Theater TONIGHT AT t PM
'"This event is brought to you by the SL
Thomas More Student Connection.*"

PERSONALIZED GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS

Greenbriar Inc.

ADVERTISING-MARKETING POSITIONS

March 1 Women's Basketball Game Ha film.

Never be bored in BG againl
TKE OPEN RUSH
115 BA 7:30-830pm Tun. Feb. 28

For Fall of 1995

AA Cruise Ships Hmngl Eam Big tit ♦ Free
World Travel (Caribbean. Europe, Hawaii, Etc.)
Summer/Permanent, No. Exper Nee. Guida.
(810)929-4396e«lCl029.
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Have you Heard the News?

It

DISNEY IS COMINGII
DISNEY IS COMING I!
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TTJTOT DOBS

IT RIGHT!
853-3*4*
1067 S. MAIN ST.
NEXT TO PIZZA HUT
Monday • Friday 7:80 - 7:80
Sat. 8-4 * SUB. 12-5
\

10 Bagels
(or
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NEW NEW NEW
Hitladale Apts., Large studios
high vaulted ceiling!, unique floor
plan and car porta.
12 mo. lease itart* at 1325.
363-6800

Inc.

KITCHENS AND
CLOSETS,
are huge at our Evergreen 1 BORM
Apia. 215 E. Poe Rd. Resident
Manager on site 24 hrs. Starts at
$310. 353-5800

Menasjcmcnt Inc.

1 bdrm, 222 N. Church 8t.,
Located behind the Public
Library, 3 rain, walk to
Howard's or Downtown, starts
at ♦276/mo.
363-8800
■
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